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From: Naseem Alston - NOAA Federal <naseem.alston@noaa.gov>


Sent: Friday, March 29, 2019 3:21 PM


To: Garwin Yip - NOAA Federal


Cc: 'Maria.rea@noaa.gov; Rosalie B. del Rosario; Christopher Keifer; Howard Brown; Cathy


Marcinkevage; Barbara Byrne; Boring, Susan; Dan Lawson


Subject: Re: For review: ROC on LTO BiOp Section 2.2 Status of the Species and CH


Hi all,


Attached (and saved on the ROC drive) is my review of the SOS.


There are some updates from recent years needed for w-r and s-r, so I would like to take a quick look at it


again.


My recommendation (to the drafter?) was to check with Amanda on the updates.


thanks,


Naseem O. Alston

ESA-Section 7 Coordinator/Fish Biologist

NOAA Fisheries West Coast Region

U.S. Department of Commerce

California Central Valley Office

Sacramento, CA

(916)930-3655

http://www.westcoast.fisheries.noaa.gov/


On Wed, Mar 27, 2019 at 2:24 PM Garwin Yip - NOAA Federal <garwin.yip@noaa.gov> wrote:


All,


Please review the subject section, attached (14 pages), and send back any track changes by COB Friday, March


29.


Maria, Naseem, and Chris--If you send back comments, please indicate whether you are clearing, or would


like to see a revised draft. If you opt on not reviewing, please let me know.


Rosalie--In our review and clearance chart, the Status of the Species and critical habitat section was slated for


Naseem for the section 7 review, but you're welcome to reveiw.


If you have any track changes, please save the file with the same file name, along with your initials at the end.


Dan--Please send over a short version of the status section for Southern Resident killer whales to include.


--------------------------------

Also attached is the long version of the status of the species and critical habitat that will be Appendix B . Feel


free to review that document, too (108-page file starting with "CCVO..."), but if you do, please let me know
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ahead of time. We are concurrently working on including "cite while you write" citations to EndNotes. As this


version provides additional details that aren't critical to the base Opinion, I'd be OK with getting any track


changes back by COB Friday, April 12.


Thanks!


-Garwin-

_____________


Garwin Yip


Water Operations and Delta Consultations Branch Chief


NOAA Fisheries West Coast Region


U.S. Department of Commerce


California Central Valley Office


650 Capitol Mall, Suite 5-100


Sacramento, CA 95814


Office: 916-930-3611


Cell: 916-716-6558


FAX: 916-930-3629


www.westcoast.fisheries.noaa.gov
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